
 
COMPELLING READING AND PROBLEM-SOLVING: the easy way (and the 
only way) to high levels of language, literacy and life competence. 
S. Krashen      
 
Some Case Histories 
1. Success, little schooling: Michael Faraday, Thomas Edison, Abraham Lincoln 
2. Success, poor students: George Orwell, Albert Einstein, Isaac Newton 
3. Success, excellent students: Robert Oppenheimer, Madame Curie, Larry Hyman 
How we develop literacy: compelling FVR > reading, writing style, grammar, 
spelling, vocabulary - stages 

1. Stories/read alouds  
2. Self-selected narrow recreational reading (SSR, case histories, correlational 

studies) 
3. Self-selected narrow professional reading 

How we get smart (cognitive development): solving (compelling) problems 
The path; the pleasure; the gateway; the method 

A. The path “The meaning of life is to find your gift. The purpose of life is to give 
it away.” Picasso 

1. Find your gift (your interest, your talent) 
2. Develop your gift  
3. Give it away 

We are all different. We specialize. (Don't go to your left. R. Rosenblatt) 
"Beethoven can write music, thank God, but he can do nothing else on earth."  
Einstein: "Everybody is a genius. But if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree, 
it will spend its whole life believing that it is stupid."  

B. The Pleasure of problem-solving (the "ultimate seduction" – C. Chandler) not 
"harrowing challenges, but rather tasks we find natural and interesting, tasks we 
were apparently born to perform"  (Vonnegut, 1997, p. 148).  

       Simonton: they put in long hours – More time on task (K. Anders Ericsson) but     
they have fun: Galileo, Michelson, Crick, Picasso. 
C. The Gateway to long-term memory & real learning (smart people don't study)  

Study doesn't work – the evidence 
1. Observations 
a. Bloom's grad students 
b. Chomsky's observations about sports 
c. Donalyn Miller's question 
d. Frank Smith and the "laws of learning" 
2. Formal evidence: Breaking the intentional learning barrier (easy to do): the 

desert island condition (Wilson & Bransford) 
    D. The Method: How we solve problems (G. Wallas, 1926) 

1. preparation = wresting with ideas 
2. incubation = subconscious and automatic – requires we do something mindless 

Csikszentmilhalyi & Sawyer; Poincare, James Watkins 
3. illumination ("eureka") 

 

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/l/ludwigvanb153097.html


How smart people read –  
   They read a lot (Simonton)  - discover, develop gift 
   FVR > more knowledge (Stanovich): those who read more, know more.  
   How they read: 
     Self-selection 
     Narrow/selective > specialize  (free voluntary surfing) 
  The value of fiction – above research largely based on reading fiction 
   President Obama gives fiction the credit for his understanding that "the world is 
complicated and full of grays ... (and that) it's possible to connect with someone else even 
though they're very different from you." (Guardian, Oct, 2015) 
   Capacity to empathize, (Kidd & Castano, 2013) 
   Greater tolerance for vagueness (Dijkie et al, 2013) 
How smart people write – to help them solve problems:  
Stephen King: don’t “wait for the Muse.  Your job is to make sure the muse knows where 
you are going to be every day from nine 'till noon or seven 'till three”  
Susan Sontag: "Any productive writer learns that you can't wait for inspiration. That's the 
recipe for writer's block” (Brodie, 1997, p.  38),  
The Composing Process strategies that help problem-solving 
Revise (Elbow: meaning is not what you start out with ...) 
Flexible plans 
Delay editing 
Reread 
Incubate 
Daily regular writing (Robert Boyce) 
 
Do we need school?  
What school needs to do: help discovery, development of gifts 

1. When school works: interest/talent = school; Bloom's graduate students – some 
have merely overcome the strategies they learned in school 

2. School should not worry about current "needs": things change, needs 
unpredictable 

3. Simonton: Optimal amount of schooling > enough to develop autonomy 
Issues 

1. What about "Study skills"? Danskin & Burnett, 1952 
The real study skills: Specialize, incubate, follow your bliss. 
2. What about the "STEM shortage"?  Bogus, but even if it were real... 
3. What about basics? Y. Zhao's hypothesis 

 
Frank Smith: The brain learns. 
John Cage: I can't understand why people are frightened of new ideas. I'm frightened 
of the old ones.  
The intellectual din: infatuation with new ideas.  Krashen, S. 2015. The ecstacy 
hypothesis. Peerspectives, 14: 7-9.  (Kanda University of International Studies) 
http://peerspectivesonline.org. 
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